Statistical techniques based on scaling indices are applied to detect and investigate patterns in empirically given time series. The key idea is to use the distribution of scaling indices obtained from a delay representation of the empirical time series to distinguish between random and non-random components. Statistical tests for this purpose are designed and applied to specific examples. It is shown that a selection of subseries by scaling indices can significantly enhance the signal-to-noise ratio as compared to that of the total time series.
INTRODUCTION
If the behavior of a system evolving in time shows features that are "irregular" in some sense, the observed data series invites statistical modeling as a stochastic or random process. In such cases it is often useful and possible to conceptually distinguish between some null mode of behavior on one side and deviations from that null mode on the other. The notion of a null mode refers to some knowledge about the basic physical (null) characteristics of the system, which can be understood in terms of random or deterministic mechanisms. If there is no such knowledge, the situation is more difficult insofar as one has to start with assumptions as to model classes that may be appropriate to reproduce the observed data.
There are many approaches that have been developed in this spirit for many different purposes. Their success generally depends on both the nature of the deviations and that of the null mode. Deviations of a pre-conceived sort, such as a shift Corresponding author. or an abrupt change in the mean or trend of the process, can be detected efficiently if one uses a correspondingly tailored procedure, and if the actual deviation is of the anticipated sort. On the other hand, if the goal is to detect any deviation, or deviations one has only a vague notion of, then less specific procedures of a wider scope may be more appropriate, even at the risk of losing precision with respect to the distinction between different types of specific deviations.
In many practical cases of pattern detection and pattern recognition, the basic problem is to distinguish a (more or less) faint regular pattern, the deviation, in front of a random background, the null mode. In this framework, the most ambitious situation for modeling purposes is met if neither the type of regularity nor the type of randomness are known. This is the kind of situation for which a data-analytic method called scaling index analysis is particularly helpful. It aims at detecting non-random deviations from a random null mode and is applicable if the random process is (approximately) stationary in the null mode. Non-random contributions can be due to some (weak) regular signal or pattern superimposed on or replacing the null process, or due to increased correlations between successive measurements reducing the local variability of the time series. Using scaling indices, one can study this time variability geometrically by comparing the density gradients in suitably constructed point sets on different distance scales. In physical contexts, scaling indices or "crowding indices" [1] originate from the dimensional analysis of single fractals and multifractals ( [2] [3] [4] , for an overview see [5] ). For a mathematically oriented perspective see [6] .
Scaling index analysis has primarily been used as a data-analytic tool so far, i.e., as a numerical algorithm extracting potentially interesting features embedded in a random background (see, e.g., [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] ). The crucial concept in a scaling index analysis is a so-called Ha histogram (see below) whose properties can be investigated and discriminated against the known or expected null mode histogram. This is no problem as long as the deviations from the null behavior are marked enough to be easily visible. If this is not the case, it may be difficult to distinguish systematic but small deviations from deviations due to random fluctuations produced by the null process. Then a statistical test with an appropriate discriminant statistics is required, in which the error of the first kind-to falsely classify a time series as "deviant" although it is in null mode is well controlled. If deviations occur only sporadically, it may also be interesting to single out those time intervals in which "something deviant seems to go on".
The goal of this paper is to propose methods for (i) the construction of statistical tests based on scaling indices, and (ii) the identification of conspicuous parts of the observed time series, selected by particular ranges of scaling indices. In this way, we focus on a precise statistical formulation of scaling index analyses which was not addressed in earlier publications listed above. Section 2.1 indicates the basic definitions and procedures for a scaling index analysis, Section 2.2 describes the test construction, and Section 2.3 gives a detailed example. Section 3 addresses how scaling index analyses can be used to enhance the signal-to-noise-ratio by selecting and investigating those parts of a time series that are responsible for deviations from a random null process. Section 4 discusses and summarizes the main results. 
j=l from the auxiliary data. The factor "B is determined such that the empirical profile crossing probability PB, defined analogous to PA, satisfies (7) .
Other variants of this approach in addition to these two versions may also be worth considering.
For example, one could use the empirical standard deviations SA,aux(Ct) V/(1/m) )m= Aaux,j(Oz)2 to construct the preliminary profile and then correct it by a factor 7zx such that one has (with cx 7zxszx)
The null hypothesis 7-{o is then rejected if IA(a)l > czx(a) for some a [amin, amax].
An Example
Details of the proposed test construction for a specific example are illustrated in Figures 1-6 . We had n 1320 calibration time series (as described in [9] ) at our disposal, each of length T= 10000. As a working hypothesis it is assumed that the Xcal,i(t)(t 1,... ,T; i= 1,... ,n) are independent random variables, identically distributed according to a binomial distribution B(nb,rb) with rib--200 trials and a probability of success 7rb= 1/2. A number of m=2500 auxiliary time series (roughly twice as much as the calibration data) were generated according to this "binomial model". The embedding dimension is d= 4, and the radii are rl 4.6, r2--12.7. indicates the interval over which the maximum is taken. The same notation will be adopted for the empirical error probabilities in (7), e.g., PA--PA(Omin,Omax). It might be interesting to mention that Ref.
[9] discusses a concrete (real-world) example in which a similar, truncated form of Version A is used to detect non-random contributions in a random time series. In contrast to the detailed procedure proposed here, the procedure of [9] includes no adjustment of , and the profile CA(CO is assumed as #(c) (-y= 1).
ENHANCING THE SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO
Let us assume that a random null process is sporadically substituted or superimposed by some faint regular or deterministic signal. Is it possible to identify those subseries of the entire time series which contain the "deviant" non-random the null hypothesis based on the selected subseries and study their statistical characteristics. Some preliminary steps in this direction are included at the end of this section. Details in this respect will be addressed in future work.
Obviously there are other conceivable methods to detect deviations from randomness in a time series; e.g., any type of autocorrelation analysis or, equivalently, Fourier analysis. If one focuses on the selection of local subseries containing those deviations rather than a global characterization of them, wavelet techniques might be good candidates for alternative approaches. This, however, would be beyond the scope of the present paper.
Our main purpose in this paper is to make a concrete proposal for a selection method based on scaling index distributions and to investigate, by simulation, whether it yields a higher signal-tonoise ratio in the selected subseries than in the original time series. In this context, the signal-to-noise ratio is defined as the relative number of data points x(t) due to the non-random signal.
Since non-random signals are basically expected to be associated with small scaling indices, the key idea is to select all data points x(t) whose scaling index c(t) falls below some threshold value A1. In order to avoid the discreteness problems discussed in Section 2.3, a lower threshold value A0 is required in addition. Since c(t) depends on the dtuple z(t)=(x(t),...,x(t+ d-1)) rather than x(t), selecting a data point at time in principle implies selecting the subsequent d-1 data points as well. Therefore the selected subseries consists of data points x(t) at instants belonging to a set S which can be formally defined as To study the performance of the selection procedure, auxiliary time series are generated according to the binomial model of Section 2.3. These auxiliary time series are then perturbed by "signals" in such a way that at randomly selected times "r < < "r the segment x('rj+l),...,x(-rj+L-1) of {x(t)} is replaced by some L-tuple =(O,...,L-1) fixed ad hoc. (For -j.+ 1--j < L, each segment is overwritten to the extent to which it overlaps with the subsequent segment.) The perturbed data series are then used as the time series {x(t)} under study. Within this setting, the signal-to-noise ratio is defined as #R/T for the full time series, and as #RA S/#S for the subseries {x(t): E S}. Here R denotes the set of all instants for which the original x value has been replaced by a value. Table I summarizes the results for various tuples of different length and form. Each entry is based on 20 time series generated as described above, with the same embedding dimension d and radii rl,2 as in Section 2. (2) the deterministic elements are close to the median of the random elements. Within the investigated time series, subseries can be selected for which the signal-to-noise ratio is enhanced compared to the total time series.
